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Through examining morphological distinctions between inalienable
possessive DPs (I-DPs) and alienable possessive DPs (A-DPs) in a wide va-
riety of languages, Ura (1996 : Chapter 4) hypothesizes (A) that the
possessor-DP of an inalienable noun is base-generated at the Spec of N
with a Possessor-role, and its genitive Case, being structural, is to be
checked off at the Spec of D that takes the inalienable noun phrase as its
complement, and (B) that the possessor-DP of an alienable noun is base-
generated at the Spec of D that takes the alienable noun phrase as its
complement and it is assigned a Possessor-role directly by D together with
an inherent Case. These structural differences between I-DPs and A-DPs
can be delineated as in (1) :
( 1 ) a. Inalienable b. Alienable
English makes no morphological distinction between I-DPs and A-
DPs. It is, however, possible to find some syntactically interesting differ-
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ences between them, though very few studies on those differences have
been made in the GB approach. The aim of this paper is to show that
Ura's (1996) hypothesis concerning the structural difference between I-
DPs and A-DPs, which was originally proposed for the languages with
morphological distinctions between these DPs, is also applicable to Eng-
lish, which has no morphological distinction between them. More specifi-
cally, it will be demonstrated that, with the aid of the hypothesis that the
structural differences between I-DPs and A-DPs, which are shown in (1),
are also observable in English despite the lack of their morphological evi-
dence, we can offer a natural explanation of the asymmetries in the syn-
tactic behaviors of I-DPs and A-DPs in English.
Here, it is important to note that, if it is the case, as we are claiming,
that the structural differences between I-DPs and A-DPs illustrated in (1)
are also observable in English, it follows from Ura's (1996) hypothesis,
that in English, the inherent genitive Case, which is assigned by the D
that selects an alienable noun phrase, has the same morphophonological
realization (namely, -'s ) as the structural genitive Case, which is to be
checked off at the Spec of D. This enables us to account for the following
facts.
First, there is an English construction, in which a possessed noun ap-
pears as the subject of a copular sentence with its genitive marked posses-
sor in the post-copular position :
( 2 ) The book is John's.
Gruber (1965) argues that (2) is derived from (3) by deleting book in the
post-copular noun phrase.
( 3 ) The book is John's book.
Notice that the possessor-relation expressed in (2) is an alienable one. In-
terestingly, sentences like the following are unacceptable, as Stockwell et
al. (1973) and Anderson (1983) point out :
( 4 ) a.* The/A/That husband is Mary's.
b.* The/A/That tail is a pig's.
Hence, the fact is that the construction A be B's is possible only if the
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genitive-marked DP in the post-copular position has an alienable
possessor-relation to the head of A ; if B is the inalienable possessor of A,
then the construction is impossible.
Saito & Murasugi's (1990) analysis of NP-deletion is helpful to this
phenomenon. They observe the contrast between (5) and (6) :
( 5 ) [DP This [NP book]] is [DP John's [NP e]].
( 6 )*[DP That [NP destruction of the city]] is [DP the barbarian's [NP e]].
They propose that NP-deletion should take place under strict identifica-
tion ; that is, the NP to be deleted must be the same as its antecedent (cf.
Lobeck 1995). According to Saito & Murasugi (1990), (6) is ruled out be-
cause the deleted NP in (6) is not the same as its antecedent NP [NPde-
struction of the city ] ; for, the deleted NP must contain the trace of the
barbarian in its Spec. It is reasonable that the action (or deverbal) noun
destruction should assign its AGENT-role to its Spec (Chomsky 1970, An-
derson 1979, Abney 1987, and Stowell 1989), as illustrated in (7) :
( 7 )
To put it differently, the deleted NP in (6) looks like [NP tj destruction of
the city ], where tj is the trace of the barbarian , and its antecedent looks
like [NP PRO destruction of the city], where PRO is assigned the AGENT-
role by destruction . These two NPs are, thus, different from each other in
that the former has a trace in its Spec but the latter has PRO in its Spec ;
as a result, the purported deletion in (6) is not possible. On the other
hand, (5) is fine because the NP-deletion can take place under strict iden-
tification ; for, the noun book has no theta-role to assign as it is an alien-
able noun, and, hence, the deleted NP in (5) looks like [NP book ], which is
the same as its antecedent ; as a result, the deletion in (5) is successfully
NP
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completed.
Given Saito & Murasugi's (1990) mechanism of the NP-deletion in
English, the ill-formedness of (4) can be accounted for by our hypothesis
as in the following manner : Under our hypothesis, the structures of (4)
before deletion should be :
( 8 ) a. [DP The/A/That [NP PRO husband]] is [DP Mary'sj [NP tj husband]].
b. [DP The/A/That [NP PRO tail]] is [DP a pig'sj [NP tj tail]].
Being different from their antecedent, the NPs to be deleted in (8) violate
the strict identity condition on NP-deletion ; whence, the ill-formedness of
(4) results.
Another syntactic difference between I-DPs and A-DPs in English
comes from the following fact : It has long been recognized that of-DP
may express a possessive relation in Modern English (Onions 1905, Jes-
persen 1949, Chomsky 1970, Stockwell et al. 1973, and many others). This
construction is ruled out, however, if the possessive relation expressed by
it is an alienable one, as the contrast between (9) and (10) shows :
( 9 ) a.* the table of Ann (cf. Ann's table)
b.* the collar of a dog (cf. a dog's collar)
(Jespersen 1949 and Quirk et al. 1985)
(10) a. the head of John (cf. John's head)
b. the tail of a pig (cf. a pig's tail)
It is natural to assume, following Chomsky (1986) in essence, that the
genitive Case of an inalienable possessor-DP, being structural, can be
checked off at the Spec of D by D, or by the (inserted) preposition of . The
genitive Case of an alienable noun phrase, on the other hand, is invari-
ably realized as - 's because it is an inherent Case ; whence , the ill-
formedness of (9) results. The word order in (10) can be derived if we fol-
low Szabolcsi's (1995) idea that N overtly moves up through D to a higher
functional category Ψ, whose Spec is filled with a determiner like a or the
(cf. Kayne 1994 : Chapter 8) : (For the sake of simplicity, the route of N's
movement through D is omitted.)
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Incidentally, according to Szabolcsi (1995), the inalienable possessor-DP
with structural genitive Case is moved to the Spec of Ψ ; thereby, the
word order of the phrases like John's head can be also derivable.
The distinction between the inherent and structural genitive Cases in
English also provides a consistent account of the contrasts shown in (12)
and (13) :
(12) a.* This table is of Ann.(alienable)
b. This tail is of a pig.(inalienable)
(13) a. John's tails of horses
b.* horses' tails of John
(12 a) and (13 b) are ruled out because the inherent genitive Case, which
is assigned to an alienable possessor-DP , cannot be realized by of -
insertion, as we claimed.
The other support for our hypothesis comes from the contrast in (14) :
(14) a. [DP a beautiful [NP PRO eye] [PRO to become an actress]]
b.* [DP a large[NP wardrobe] [PRO to become an actress]]
Under our hypothesis, an inalienable noun has a Possessor-role to be as-
signed to its Spec, but an alienable noun does not. Thus, when no overt
possessor appears in an inalienable possessive DP, there must be an im-
plicit argument in the Spec of an inalienable noun. It is sometimes held
that the existence of an implicit argument is necessary to control a ration-
ale clause (see Jaeggli 1986, Roberts 1986, and, especially, Roeper 1987).
The well-formedness of (14 a) and the ill-formedness of (14 b) suggest that
an implicit argument exists within the DP in an inalienable possessive
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DP, but it does not exist within an alienable possessive DP, as expected.
To sum up, it was demonstrated that several syntactic differences be-
tween I-DPs and A-DPs in English, though both DPs are morphologically
indistinguishable, can be given a natural and consistent explanation by
Ura's (1996) idea about the structural differences between those DPs in
addition to our assumption concerning the difference between structural
and inherent genitive Case in English. An important issue, however, re-
mains open as to how English differs from the languages with morphologi-
cal distinctions between I-DPs and A-DPs and its consequences the issue
brings to the current theory of syntax, especially, to the minimalist syn-
tax. I will leave pursuing it to future research.
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